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There exist finitely generated submonoids of a free monoid which are not finitely presented and 
have even not a finite cancellative presentation. 
If Z* is the free monoid on the alphabet _Z and if QC.Z*XZ *, let m(e) be the smallest con- 
gruence of C* containing Q such that the monoid 2I*/m(~) can be embedded in a group. If a 
monoid A4 is isomorphic to Z*/m(e), then (Z,,e) is said to be a Malcev’s presentation of M. 
We shall prove here the following theorem: “Every finitely generated submonoid of a free 
monoid has a finite Malcev’s presentation and such a presentation can be effectively found”. 
The necessary and sufficient conditions for embedding a semigroup in a group given by A.I. 
Malcev and a graph for determining the relators are used to prove this theorem. 
1. The graph of relators of a submonoid of a free monoid 
Definition 1.1. Let A* be the free monoid on the alphabet A with identity element 
1, M a submonoid of A*, M+=M\{l}, C=M’\(M’)2 the generating set of 
M= C*, crO a one-to-one mapping of a set Z onto C and (Y the unique homomor- 
phism of the free monoid .Z* on the alphabet .Z onto C*. 
(i) If ZE_Z, WEZ* and d,d’~A* are such that a(z)=da(o)d’, dcr(o)#l and 
a(o)d’# 1, then (d, d’) is called a Z-pair relative to z, (z, o) is called the pattern pro- 
duced by (d, d’) and (d, d’),,,, is called a labelled Z-pair. 
Moreover (1, 1)(1, ,) is also a labelled Z-pair. 
(ii) VUEA+, let Fl(u) [resp. Fr(u)] be the set of left [resp. right] factors of u 
not in {u, l} . 
Let Fl(C) = lJuEc Wu), WC) = UuGc Fr(u) and Fb(C) = Fl(C) n Fr(C). 
(iii) Let 9(C) be the directed multigraph defined by the set Fl(C) U Fr(C) U {l} 
of vertices and where the arcs are the labelled Z-pairs. 
The subgraph 2’(C) of 9(C) which is the strong connected component of 1 in 
g(C) is called the graph of relators of C*. 
(iv) If 0 = ((6 dl)(z,,w,j, (4 4)(z2,wz), . . . , (dnpl, 4,)(z,i,w,)) is a path of g(C) 
which length n is even [resp. odd], the pair 
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Fig. 1. 
(U,U’) = (Z.10223 . ..Zn_1COL).,01Z2~3 ...~,-IZ,) 
(resp(u,u’)=(zl~c)Zz3...0,~IZn,W1Z203... z, 1 co,)) and its inverse (u’, U) are cal- 
led the patterns produced by the path o. 
If n is even, then 
a(zlo, . . . zn_,w,)d, = doa(o,zz . . . w,-IZ,) 
and if n is odd, then 
a(z,w, ... w,_~z,,) = doa(cc,,z2...z,_1W,)d,. 
Fig. 1 gives a geometric interpretation for this relation (with n = 3). 
(v) Every path (T = ((d,, dl)(z,,w,j, .. . , (d,_ 1, d,),,,,,,,)) such that d, = d, = 1 is cal- 
led a unitary circuit. 
(vi) Every pair (u, u) EZ*X_Z* such that a(u) =a(~) is called a relator of C*. 
Theorem 1.2. Let C be the smallest generating set of a submonoid of the free 
monoid A” on the alphabet A. 
(i) For every unitary circuit o of 9(C), the patterns produced by CJ are relators 
of c*. 
(ii) For every relator (u, v) of C*, there exists a unique unitary circuit o of 9?(C) 
such that (u, v) and (v, u) are the patterns produced by 0. 
This theorem is proved in [ll] and in [13] (see also [6, pp. 110-1151). 
Example 1.3. Let A = {a, b}, ,Z’= {x, y, z, u}, a the unique homomorphism of Z* 
into A* such that a(x) = a, a(y) = ab, a(z) = ba and (w(u) = bb and C= a(Z). 
The graph of relators of C* is then given in Fig. 2. 
(xz, yx) and (xux, yz) are relators of C* respectively produced by the unitary cir- 
cuits 
((A b)(y,xj, (b, l)(& and ((1, b)(Y,,j, (b, b)(, 1)1 (b, L)(,,,)). 
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Fig. 2. 
2. The finite Malcev’s presentation of a finitely generated submonoid of a free 
monoid 
Definition 2.1. A congruence T of a monoid Iv2 is called a Malcev’s congruence if
the quotient monoid M/r is embeddable in a group. 
If (ri)iEl is a family of Malcev’s congruences of a monoid M, then T= n,,, si is 
also a Malcev’s congruence since, Vi E I, M/ri is embeddable in a group G; and, 
consequently M/z is embeddable in the product n,,, (M/r;) which is embeddable 
in the group product n,,, Gi. 
There exist therefore, VQC M x M, a smallest Malcev’s congruence m(e) of M 
containing e. 
If ,Z’* is the free monoid on the alphabet Z and if @CL’* XL’*, (Z,Q) is called a 
Malcev’s presentation of every monoid isomorphic to .Z*/m(e). 
If 25 and Q are finite, this presentation is said to be finite. 
Definition 2.2. Let 2 and 2 be two sets in bijection with Z and such that Znz= 
_Z n _f= .Z n Z= 0, z + Z [resp. z + Z] a one-to-one mapping of 2 onto ,E [resp. 21, 
,Zb = .Z U z U 2 and the free monoid 2’: on Zb containing Z*. 
VW,, w2 EC:, Vz EZ, the pair (wl w2, wlZzw2) denoted by w, w2 ---) W,ZZW, is cal- 
led a left insertion of zz and the pair (w, w,) denoted by w,Zzw, + w, w2 is called a 
left deletion of ZZ. 
Similarly, the pair (w, w2, w,z.?w,) denoted by w1 w2 --t w,zZw, is called a right 
insertion of ZZ and the pair (w,Zw2, w1 w2) denoted by w,dw, + w, w2 is called a 
right deletion of z.?. 
If QC-Z*XE* and Q~‘={(u,u):(u,c~)EQ}, Vwl,wz~Zz and V(~,U’)EQUQ~‘U 
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{ (1, l)}, the pair (w, uw2, w, 24’~) denoted by w, z4w2 + wl 2.4’~~ is called an elemen- 
tary @ransition. 
A pair w + w’ with w, w’ E zb* is called an elementary @-transformation if w + w’ 
is either an elementary e-transition or a left or right insertion or a left or right 
deletion. 
Definition 2.3. (i) If n>O and, Vie (0, . . . . n-l}, w; + w,+, is an elementary e-trans- 
formation, the sequence (s) = (w,, w,, . . . , w,) denoted by (s) = w,, + w, + ... + w, is 
called a sequence of elementary e-transformations from w. to w,. 
Wi + w;+, is then the elementary Q-transformation of index i in (s). 
(ii) Any occurrence of a letter z of C, is said to keep its individuality in (s) if 
l ViE (0, . . . . n>, XUi,U;ECl such that Wi=UiZui, 
l ViE{O,..., n-l} either Ui+,=U; and u;+u;+, is an elementary e-transformation 
or Ui+,’ U; and Ui+Ui+, is an elementary Q-transformation. 
The sequences (s’) = u,, + U, + ... -+ U, and (s”) = u. + ol + ... + u, of elementary 
Q-transformations are then called respectively the z-left sequence and the z-right 
sequence of (s). 
(iii) Let (s)= wO+ w, + ... + w, be a sequence of elementary Q-transformations. 
If z=wi+ w;,, is an insertion of z.z (resp. zf) in (s) and if DE wj + wj+, is a 
deletion of zz (resp. d) in (s) with z E 2 and i<j, then the insertion I and the dele- 
tion D are said to be dual in (s) when the subsequence (s,!+ ,) = wi+ 1 -+ w;+~ + * . * + wi 
is a maximal subsequence of (s) in which f (resp. f) keeps its individuality. 
(iv) Let 11(s) be the set of indices of the left insertions in (s), Dl(s) the set of 
indices of the left deletions in (s) and xl the partial mapping of 11(s) into Dl(s) such 
that, if i is the index of a left insertion Z in (s) and if I has a dual deletion D, then 
x,(i) is the index of D in (s), else xl is not definite for i. 
We define similarly the partial mapping xr of Ir(s) into Dr(s). 
A sequence (s) of elementary Q-transformations is called a Malcev’s sequence if
(A) xl is a bijection of 11(s) onto Dl(s) such that if i<j<x,(i) with i,jE 11(s), then 
iQ<x,(.0<x,(i); 
(p) xr is a bijection of Ir(s) onto Dr(s) such that if i<j<x,(i) with i,je I,(s), 
then i<j<x,(j)<x,(i). 
The subsequence (sl) [resp. (sr)] of all left [resp. right] insertions and deletions in 
(s) is then a word of Dyck and the subsequence of all insertions and deletions in 
(s) is then a shuffle product of (sl) and (sr) (see [12] and [4]). 
(v) Let (s)= wo+ w, + ... + w, be a Malcev’s sequence of elementary e-transfor- 
mations. 
Any left [resp. right] insertion I= Wi + w,+~ of ~7, (resp. zZ> with ZEX is said to 
be proper if, D= wj + wj+, being the dual deletion of I in (s), all the words of the 
Z-left (resp. z-right) sequence of (s,j+,) -+ w;+l -+ Wi+z + ... -+ Wj are equal. 
Any Malcev’s sequence of elementary Q-transformations is said to be proper if 
all these insertions are proper. 
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Remark. The notion of proper insertion has been introduced by Malcev [8,9] and 
the following theorem is equivalent to his necessary and sufficient condition of 
embeddability of a semigroup in a group (see also [lo, pp. 7-10; 1, pp. 31-34; 
2, pp. 309-3151). 
Theorem 2.4 (A.I. Malcev). If _Z* is the free rnonoid on the alphabet _Z and if 
QC.Z*XZ*, a pair (w, w’)EC*XZ:* belongs to m(e) if and only if there exists a 
proper Malcev’s sequence of elementary Q-transformations from w to w’. 
Lemma 2.5 (The three relators lemma). Let u, u’, u, u’, w,, w;, w2 and w; be words in 
EC*. Let R, be the relator (uv, u’v’) and define the relators R,, R, and R3 as in Table 1. 
Then in all cases, R,E~({R,,R,,R~}), R~E~({R~,R,,R~}), Rl E~({R,,Rz,R~}) 
and R0 E m({R,, R,,R,)). 
Table 1 
Case RI R2 R3 
1 (uw,o,u’w;u’) (UW~U, u’w;u’) (uw, w2u, u’w; wiu’) 
2 (uw, u, u’w;u’) (uw20’, u’w;u) (uw,w~u’,u’w;w;u) 
3 (uw,u’, u’w;u) (uw2u, u’w;u’) (uw, w;u: L/w; wzu) 
4 (uw,u’, u’w;u) (uw2u’, u’w;u) (uw, w;u, u’w; wzu’) 
Proof. Vrr 0, Vz ,,..., z,E.Z, V,$~E&‘+, for w=z1z2...z,, let w=&z,-,...z, and 
@=f&, . ..z.. 
Let ~,LI f AWW,D (resp. A,D f ~w@,D) be the sequence 
- - - - 
~~~‘~,z,~~--tz,Z,~,Zr~,ZriU-,~~~~~ZrZr~, . ..z.z, . ..&.Z,,Ll = Aww,Ll 
(resp. ~~~~zlZ,~~~zlz2~~Z,~~~~~-*~zl~~~zr~~...~,~ = nw+) of left (resp. 
right) insertions and AWW~ f &I (resp. AwG,B 5 1,~) its inverse sequence. 
Case 1. (i) R, E m({R,, R,, R2}) since 
is a proper Malcev’s sequence of elementary (R,, R,, R,}-transformations. 
(ii) R, E m({R,, R,, R,}) since 
is a proper Malcev’s sequence of elementary {R,, R,, R,}-transformations. 
(iii) Similarly R, E m({R,, R,, R3}). 
(iv) R,,E m({R,, R,, R3}) since 
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uu~u~,w,u~uuiir,~uw,u-,uiir,~u’w;o’~uuiir,iiu’w;w;~‘;u’~~~~ 
~~~~uuii~iiu’w;w;u’~‘~;u’--*u~,~uw,w~u~’~’;u i, u$q J.q w21_ijr~; T’ . . . 
. ..fuw.u~‘~;u’-tu’w;u’~‘~;u’~,u’w~~;u~~u’u’ 
is a proper Malcev’s sequence of elementary {R,, R,, R,}-transformations. 
We prove here that R, urn ({R,, R,, R2}) in Cases 2, 3 and 4 because this result 
is used in Lemma 2.7. The omitted proofs of the other subcases are very similar to 
the proofs for Case 1. 
Case 2. R, E m({R,, R,, R2)) since 
uw,w~uf~uw,iiuw~v~‘uw,~u~w;v~uw,iiu~u~~~w;u~~~~ 
~~~‘uwlL7uu~~w;u~uw~u~~w;u’u~w;u~~~w;uItu~w;w;u 
is a proper Malcev’s sequence of elementary {R,, R,, R,}-transformations. 
Case 3. R, Em({R,, R,, R2}) since 
uw~w;v~ituw~ii~u~w;u~‘uw,ii~uwzu-i-,uw,~~uu~w~”~“’ 
~~~‘UW,ij~U~U~~W2u~uw,U’~WZU~U~W;U~WZUfU’W;W~u 
is a proper Malcev’s sequence of elementary {R,, R,, R,}-transformations. 
Case 4. R, E m({R,, R,, R2}) since 
uw,w~vItuw,ii’u’w;u’uw,ii~uw~u~~uw,ii’uu~w~u“~~~ 
~~~-*uw,ii’u’u’~w,u’~uw,u’~w,u’-tu’w;u~w,u’~uu’w;w,v’ 
is a proper Malcev’s sequence of elementary {R,, RI, R,}-transformations. 
Definition 2.6. If R = (u, u’) is a relator of C *, then the length of the word o(u)= 
a(~‘) in A* is called the length of the relator R and is denoted by IR 1. 
Vr> 0, let Q, be the set of all relators R of C* such that IR I< r. 
Any relator R of C* is said to be m-deductible if R E m(e,) with r = lR I. Other- 
wise R is said to be m-indeductible. 
Let < be any lexicographical order in the free monoid .Z* and let T be the set of 
all m-indeductible relators (u, u’) of C* such that u < u’. 
Lemma 2.7 (The lemma of m-deductibility). Every relatorproduced by a unitary cir- 
cuit of S?(C) which passes more than twice by some vertex of S?(C) is m-deductible. 
Proof. Let R = (w, w’) be a relator of C* produced by a unitary circuit cr = 
((l,d,)(,,,,,,,(d,,dz)(Zz,W?), ...y (d,mi, l)(z,,,W,,) ) which passes more than twice by the 
vertex d of 9?(C) and let r= IRI. 
If d= 1, then R is a product of relators in Q, and the result is trivial. 
If d#l, FIi,j,kE (1, . . . . n-l} such that dj=dj=d,=d with i<j<k. Let 
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51 = ((Ldl)(,,,,,,~ . . ..(di~l.di)(Z,,W,,), 
0, = ((d;~d;+,)(L,+,,W,+,)~...~(dJ-l~dj)(z,,,,)~ 
02= ((dj,dj+l)(~,+,,w,+~)~...~(dk~I,dk)(u,w~)), 
tz = ((dk,dk+l)(z~+,.WI+,)’ ..*,(dn-l, l)(z,,.w,,)) 
be the paths such that o = r,o,cr2r2. 
Let (u, u’), (w,, w{), (w,, w;) and (u, u’) be the patterns respectively produced by 
r,, 01, o2 and r2 such that 
l (x(U) = cx(u’)d; 
l a(w;)d= da(w,) (resp. a(~;) =da(w,)d) if the lengthj- i of the circuit o1 is even 
(resp. odd); 
l cr(w;)d=c/a(w,) (resp. (~(w;)=da(w,)d) if the length k-jof the circuit o2 is even 
(resp. odd); 
l (Y(u’) =&z(u). 
The relators R,, R, , R, and R respectively produced by the unitary circuits T, r2, 
~1~1~29 T, c2 r2 and T, o1 g2 r2 = o are then 
l R, = (uu, u’u’); 
l R, =(uw,u, M’w~u’) (resp. R, =(uw,u’, u’w[u)) if the length of o, is even (resp. 
odd); 
l R2=(uw2u,u’w~u’) (resp. R2=(uw2u’,u’w~u)) if the length of cr2 is even (resp. 
odd); 
l R=(uw,w2u,u’w~w~u’) (resp. R=(uw,w;u,u’w;w2u’)) if the lengths of cr, and 
cr2 are even (resp. odd); 
l R=(uw,w2u’,u’w~w~u) (resp. R=(uw,w~~‘,u’w~w~u)) if the length of o, is even 
(resp. odd) and that of rs2 is odd (resp. even). 
By Lemma 2.5, RE~({R,,R,,R,}) and, since lR,l<lR1 for iE{O,1,2}, RE 
m(e,.), that is, R is m-deductible. 
Theorem 2.8. Every finitely generated submonoid of a free monoid has a finite 
Malcev’s presentation and such a finite presentation can be effectively found. 
Proof. Let M be a finitely generated submonoid of the free monoid A* on the 
alphabet A. 
(i) The smallest generating set C=M’\(M’)’ of A4 is then finite. 
Since, Vc E C, Fb(c) is finite and the set of labeled Z-pairs (d, d’)(,,,) with a(z) = 
c also, the graph g(C) of relators of C* is finite. 
It follows that the set of unitary circuits of 9?(C) which pass at most twice by 
some vertex of 9(C) is also finite and, by Lemma 2.7, the set T of m-indeductible 
relators of C* also. 
(ii) By definition rcKer a. Since the free monoid A* and hence its submonoid 
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A4 are embeddable in the free group on the alphabet A, Ker a is a Malcev’s con- 
gruence. Consequently m(r) C Ker a. 
Q, = ((1,l)) cm(s). If e,cm(r) then, for every relator R of C* of length IRl =I-, 
either R is m-deductible showing that R~nz(~,.)Crrz(~) or R is m-indeductible 
showing that RerUr-to,. Thus @,+,C~z(r). 
It follows that Ker (x = lJ,.,O Q,C m(r) and, finally, that Ker (x = m(r). Thus (2, t) 
is a finite Malcev’s presentation of C*. 
(iii) The finite graph 9(C) can be found effectively and, consequently, the set 
r of m-indeductible relators of C* also. 
Example 2.9. If C* is the submonoid of A* given in Example 1.3, the relator 
(xzz,~~x) produced by the unitary circuit 
fJ = ((1, b)(JJ,x), (69 a)@, l)? (G W(y, I), (h 1)(&X,) 
is m-deductible since xzz + _yxz + yyx is a sequence of elementary { (xz, yx)}-transi- 
tions. By Theorem 2.8, r = { (xz, JX), (xux, yz)} and (2,~) is a Malcev’s presentation 
of c*. 
Moreover, this monoid C* has neither a finite presentation nor a finite cancella- 
tive presentation [ 121. 
Remark 2.10. We can compare the proof of Theorem 2.8 with the simpler proof 
given by Karhumaki [5] (see also [3]) for the following theorem: “Every rational 
language L of a free monoid L’* on a finite alphabet Z contains a finite subset F 
such that, for all homomorphisms (Y and p of Z* in some free monoid, a/F=p/F 
implies a/L =/l/L” by exchanging the graph .9(C) with one finite automata and the 
three relators lemma with a three equations lemma - which is a special case of the 
above lemma. 
Remark 2.11. A subset S of Z’*xC* is again called a system of equations on the 
alphabet Z and the letters of C are called the variables of S. 
A morphism a of Z* in some free monoid is called a solution of the system S’ 
if, V(u, u) ES, (x(u) = a(u). (See [7].) 
Two systems S and Tare said to be equivalent if S and T have the same solutions. 
A system S is said to be entire if there exists a solution a of S such that S = Ker a. 
Since S = a-i 0 (Y, S is then a rational subset of .Z’* x Z*. (See [4, p. 236-2481.) 
We can deduce from Theorem 2.8 that the set r of m-indeductible relators of C* 
is equivalent to the entire system S= Ker a. (See [14].) 
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